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This is a C-I-P ofUSSN 09/112,767 filed on July 10, 1998

TITI^ OF THE INVENTION

PUSHERACTUATION IN APRINTHEAD CHIP FORAN INKJET

PRINTHEAD

INVENTOR

Kia Silveihrook

STATEMENT REGARDINGFEDERALLY SPONSORED RESEARCHOR

DEVELOPMENT
Not Applicable

, FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to a printhead chip for an inlget printhead. More particularly,

this invention relates to a printhead chip for an inkjet printhead that incorporates pusher

actuation in order to achieve ink drop ejection.

REFERENCED PATENT APPLICATIONS

This application is a continuation-in-part application ofUS ApplicationNo.

09/1 12,767. The foIlowiQg patents/patent applications are incorporated by reference.

6^7,652 6.213,588 6,213,589 6,231,163 6,247,795

09/113,099 6,244,691 6,257,704 09/112,778 6,220,694

6,257,705 6,247,794 6,234,610 6,247,793 6,264,306

6,241,342 6,247,792 6,264,307 6,254,220 6,234,611

09/112,808 09/112,809 6,239,821 09/113.083 6,247,796

09/113,122 09/112,793 09/112,794 09/113,128 09/113,127

6,227,653 6,234,609 6,238,040 6,188,415 6,227,654

6,209,989 6,247,791 09/112,764 6,217,153 09/112,767

6,243,113 09/112,807 6,247,790 6,260,953 6,267,469

09/425,419 09/425,418 09/425,194 09/425,193 09/422,892

09/422,806 09/425,420 09/422,893 09/693,703 09/693,706

09/693,313 09/693,279 09/693,727 09/693,708 09/575,141
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09/113,053 09/855.094 09/854,762 09/854,715 09/854,830

09/854,714 09/854,703 09/855,093 09/854,815 09/854,825

09/864377 09/864,380 09/900,178 09/864379 09/864378

09/864334 09/864332 09/864,343 09/864,342 09/866,786

09/874,757 09/900,174 . 09/900,160 09/900,175 09/900,177

09/900,159 09/900,176 09/922,274 09/922,275 09/922,158

09/922,159 09/922,036 09/922,047 09/922,029 09/922,207

09/922,112 09/922,105 09/942,549 09/942,605 09/942,548

09/942,603 09/942,604

BACKGROUM) OF THE INVENTION

As set out in the above referenced applications/patents, the Applicant has spent a

substantial amount oftime and effort in developing printheads that incorporate micro

electro-mechanical system (MEMS) -based components to achieve the ejection ofink

necessary for printing.

As a result ofthe Applicant's research and development, the Applicant has been

able to develop printheads having one or more printhead chips that together incorporate up

to 84 000 nozzle arrangements. The Applicant has also developed suitable processor

technology that is capable ofcontrolling operation of such printheads. In particular, the

processor technology and the printheads are capable ofcooperating to generate resolutions

of 1600 dpi and higher in some cases. Examples of suitable processor technology are

provided in the above referenced patent applications/patents.

Common to most ofliie printhead chips that llie Applicant has developed is a

component that moves with respectto a substrate to eject ink fiom a nozzle chamber. This

coiiq)onent can be in the form ofan ink-ejectingmember that is displaceable in a nozzle

chamber to eject the ink firom the nozzle chamber.

As is also clear from the above applications. Applicant has develi^ed a number of

ways in which to achieve the ejection ofink from the respective nozzle chambers. A
majority ofthese are based on the selection ofa material having a coefiBcient ofthermal

expansion that is such that, on aMEMS scale, expansion upon heating and subsequent

contraction upon cooling can be harnessed to perform work. The material is formed to

dejSne at least part ofa thermal actuator that includes a heating circuit. The heating circuit

is shaped to be resistively heatedwhen a current passes through the circuit The current is
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supplied to flie circuit in tite fonn ofpulses at a ftequeacy that depends on the printing

requirements. The pulses are usuaUy siqjpUed from aCMOS layer positioned on a substrate

ofthe prinfhead chip. The pulses are shaped and have a magqitude fliat is also dependrat on

the printing requirements . The generation and control ofdie pulses is by way ofa suitable

microprocessor offte type described in flie above referenced applications.

On a macroscopic scale, it is counter-mtuitive to use Ihe expansion and subsequent

contraction ofmaterial in order to achieve flie performance ofworic Applicant submits that

the perceived slow rate of e^)ansion and contraction would lead a person of ordinary skill

in the field ofmacroscopic enpneering to seek alternative energy sources.

5:± 10 On aMEMS scale, however. Applicant has found that expansion and contraction of

such a material can be harnessed to perform work. The reason for tiiis is that, on this scale,

'U expansion and contraction are relatively rapid and can transmit relatively high force.

There remains an issue ofrange ofmovement While the expansion and contraction

are both rapid and forceful, AppUcant has found that it would be desirable for a mechanism

« to be provided whereby such rapidity and force ofmovement could be amplified at a region

where the work is required to eject the ink.

ifj A majority ofthe nozzle arrangements coveredby the above applications and

;3 patents use differential expansion in the tiiermal actuator to achieve bending ofthe theraial

actuator. This bending movement is transmitted to an ink-ejecting component that is either

20 rectilinearly or angularly displaced to eject the ink.

Applicant has found that it would be desirable for simple rectilinear expansion ofa

thermal actuator to be transmitted to an ink-ejecting component, since such simple

rectilinear expansion on aMEMS scale is relatively efficient.

The Applicant has conceived tins inventionm order to achieve the desked

transmission and amplification ofmotion mentioned above.

SUMMARY OFTHE INVENTION
According to the invention, there is provided a printhead chip for an inlget

printhead, the printhead chip comprising

30 a substrate; and

a plurality ofnozzle arrangements that is positioned on the substrate, each nozzle

arrangement comprising

YU175US



a nozzle chamber structure that is positioned on the substrate and that defines a

nozzle diamber from which ink is to be ejected;

an ink-ejecting mechanism that is operatively arran^d with respect to the

nozzle chamber structure, the mk-ejectmg mechanism including at least one moving

conq>oneDt that is displaceable to generate a pressure pulse within the nozzle

chamber to eject ink iGrom the nozzle chamber;

an actuator that is positioned on the substrate and that has at least one working

member fliat is ofa material havmg a coeflElcient ofthermal e^ansion such that the,

or each, woddng member is capable ofsubstantially rectilinear expansion and

contractionwhen heated and subsequently coolec^ and

an energy transmitting means that intercoxmects the, or each, movii:^ component

and the, or each, woddng member so that energy generated by the, or each, working

member as a result ofexpansion and subsequent contraction ofthe, or each,

woddng member is transmitted to the, or each, moving component resulting in

displacement ofthe, or each, moving component and generation of said pressure

pulse.

The invention is now described, by way of examples, with reference to the

accompanymg drawings. The following description is not intended to lunit the broad scope

ofthe above summary.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

In the drawings.

Figure 1 shows a schematic view ofa nozzle arrangement ofa first embodiment ofa

printhead chip, in accordance with the invention, for an iukjet printhead;

Figure 2 shows a schematic view ofa nozzle arrangement ofa second embodiment

of a printhead chip, in accordance with the invention, for an inlget printhead;

Figure 3 shows a schematic view ofa nozzle arrangement ofa third embodiment of

a printhead chip, in accordance with the invention;

Figure 4 shows a schematic view .ofa nozzle arrangement ofa fourth embodiment

ofa printhead chip, in accordance with the invention;

Figure 5 shows a schematic view ofa nozzle arrangement ofa fiflh embodiment of

a printhead chip, in accordance with tiie invention;
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Figure 6 shows a schetnatic side view showing fiirthra: detail ofthe nozzle

anangement ofFigure 5 in a quiescent condition;

Figure 7 shows a schematic side view ofthe nozzle anangem^t ofFigure 5 in an

operative condition;

Figure 8 shows a schematic plan view ofthe nozzle arrangement ofFigure 5; and

Figure 9 shows a schematic side view ofa nozzle arrangement ofa sixth

embodiment ofa prinfhead drip, in accordance with the invention, for an inkjet printhead.

DETAILED DESCRBPTION OF THE INVENTION

In Figure 1, reference numeral 10 generally indicates a nozzle arrangement for a

first embodiment ofan inkjet printhead chip, in accordance with ttie invention-

The nozzle arrangement 10 is one ofa plurality ofsuch nozzle arrangements formed

on a silicon wafer substrate 12 (Figure 6) to define the printhead dnp ofthe invention. As

set out in the background ofthis specification, a single printhead can contain up to 84 000

such nozzle anangements. For the purposes ofclarity and ease of description, only one

nozzle arrangement is described It is to be ^preciated that a person of ordinary skill in the

field can readily obtain the printhead chip by simply replicating the nozzle arrangement 10

on the wafer substrate 12.

The printhead chip is the product of an integrated circuit fabrication technique. In

particular, each nozzle arrangement 10 is the product of aMEMS - based fabrication

technique. As is known, such a fabrication technique involves the deposition offimctional

layers and sacrificial layers of integrated circuit materials. The functional layers are etched

to define various moving components and the sacrificial layers axe etched away to release

the components. As is known, such febrication techniques generally involve the replication

ofa large nimibrar of similar components on a single wafer that is subsequentiy diced to

separate the various components &om each other. This reuiforces the submission that a

person ofordinary skill in the field can readily obtain the printhead chip ofthis invention

by replicating the nozzle arrangement 10.

An electrical drive circuitry layer 14 is positioned on the silicon wafer substrate 12.

The electrical drive circuitry layer 14 mcludes CMOS drive curcuitry. The particular

configuration ofthe CMOS drive circuitry is not inaportant to this description and has

therefore been shown schematically in the drawings. SufBce to say that it is connected to a

suitable microprocessor and provides electrical current to the nozzle arrangement 10 upon
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leceipt ofan enabling signal from said suitable microprocessor. An example ofa suitable

microprocessor is described in the above reft?renced patents/patent qH>^^^^- feUows

that this, level of detail will not be set out in this specification.

An ink passivation layer 16 is positioned on the drive circuitry layer 14. The ink

passivation layer 16 can be ofany suitable material, such as silicon nitdde.

The nozzle arrangement 10 is shown in Figure 1 as broadly conceptual. The nozzle

arrangement 10 includes an actuator in the fimn ofan electro thermal actuator 18. The

actuator 18 inchides an electrical resistive heating circuit 20. The circuit 20 incorporates a

working member in the form ofa conductive heating element 22. The heating element 22 is

ofa matCTial having a coefficient ofAermal expansion that is such that when the material is

heated and subsequently cooled, the material is capable of expansion and subsequent

contraction to an extmt sufficient to perform work on aMEMS - scale. Any of a number of

materials used in integrated circuit fabrication could be suitable. Such materials could

include gold, copper or titanium. The Applicant has found that titanium aluminum nitride

(TiAIN) is particularly suitable for this purpose.

Thermal expansion and contraction occurs per unit length ofthe heating element 22

as is known. The principle behind the nozzle arrangement 10 is to provide the heating

element 22 with sufScient length so that the extent ofmovement when the heating element

22 expands and contracts is sufficient to generate useful energy. ITius, the length ofthe

heating element 22 is a factor that defines a useful energy transmitting means. In particular,

the heating element 22 is ofa length which is such that the extent ofmovemait is similar to

the extent ofmovement ofthe components ofthe nozzle arrangements described in the

above referenced patents/patent applications.

The heating element 22 is connected to an mk-ejecting mechanism in the form ofan

ink-ejecting member or piston 24. The piston 24 is positioned in a nozzle chanaber structure

26. The nozzle chamber structure 26 has nozzle chamber walls 28 and a loof30. The roof

30 defines an ink ejection port 32.

The heating element 22 has a fixed end 34 and a woridng end 36 so tfiat, on

expansion and contraction ofthe heating element 22, the working end 36 is displaceable, in

a rectilinear manner, with respect to the fixed end 34. This results in reciprocal movement

ofthe piston 24 relative to the roof30 and subsequent ejection ofink fix)m the ink ejection

port 32.
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In Figure 2, reference numeral 40 generally indicates a nozzle arrangement ofa

second embodimrat ofa ptinthead chip, in accordance with the invention, for an inkjet

printhead. Wifli reference to Figure 1, like ref^tence numerals refer to like parts, unless

otherwise specified.

Again flie nozzle arrangement 40 is shown only conceptually. It is respectfully

submitted that a person of ordinary skill in the field ofMEMS &brication could readily

fabricate a nozzle arningement that utilizes the concept illustrated in Figure 2.

The nozzle arrangement 40 also includes a heating circuit 42. HowevCT, a heating •

element 44 ofthe heating circuit 42 is a convenient length. The nozzle arrangement 40

utilizes a hydraulic principle in order to achieve a useM force transmitting means. In this

embodiment, a cross sectional area ofthe piston 24 and thus the nozzle chamber 26 are a

sufBciently high number oforders ofmagnitude larger than a cross sectional area of the uik

ejection port 32. Thus, a required extent ofmovement ofthe piston 24 can be reduced

considerably firom what would usually be required in the no22le arrangements described in

the above referenced applications, while still achieving drop ejection.

In Figure 3, reference numeral 50 generally indicates a nozzle arrangement ofa

fliird embodiment ofa printhead chip, in accordance with the invention, for an inkjet

printhead. With reference to Figures I and 2, like reference numerals refer to like parts,

unless otherwise specified.

The nozzle arrangement SO is again shown as broadly conceptual. In particular, the

nozzle arcai^ement SO illustrates that instead ofhaving the dimensional configurations

described in the previous embodiment, a suitable motion anq>Iij^g means 52 can be

positioned between the heating element 44 and the piston 24. The motion amplifying means

52 can take a number of different forms. In pairticular, the motion amplifydng means can be

in the form ofa conventional micro mechanical arrangement such as a gearing system.

In Figure 4, refermce numeral 60 generally indicates a nozzle arrangement ofa

fourth embodiment ofa printhead chip, in accordance with the invention, for an inkjet

printhead. With reference to Figures 1 to 3, like reference numerals refer to like parts,

unless otherwise specified.

The nozzle arrangement 60 is shown as broadly conceptuaL In this embodiment, a

lever mechanism 62 is positioned intermediate the woridng end 36 ofthe heating element

44 and the piston 24. Hie lever mechanism 62 has an efiective effprt aim 64 connected to

an effective load arm 66 widi a fiilcrum 68. It is to be noted that the lever mechanism 62
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sho^ in Figure 4 is schematic and that any ofa number ofmicro mechanical systems

defining lever mechanisms 62 can be used.

The lever mechanism 62 is configured so that Ihe effective load arm 66 is between

approximately 20 and 60 times longer than the effective effort aim 64. In particular, the

lever mechanism 62 is configured so fliat the effective load arm 66 is ^proxhnately 40

times longer than tiie effective effort arm 64.

Li Figures 5 to 8, reference numeral 70 generally indicates a nozzle airangement of

a fifth embodiment ofa printhead chip^ in accordance with the invention, for an Inkjet

prinOiead. Witii reference to Figures 1 to 4, like reference numerals refer to like parts,

unless othenvise specified.

The nozzle arrangement 70 includes nozzle chamber walls in the foma of a distal

end wall 72, a proximal end wall 74 and a pair ofopposed sidewalls 76. A roof78 spans flie

walls 72, 74, 76. The roof78 and the walls 72, 74, 76 define a nozzle chamber 80. The roof

78 defines^an ink ejection port 82 in fluid commimication with the nozzle chamber 80. The

walls 72, 74, 76 and the roof78 are dimensioned so that the nozzle chamber 80 has a

rectangular shape when viewed in plan. The ink ejection port 82 is positioned adjacent a

distal end 84 ofthe nozzle chamber 80.

A plurality ofink inlet channels 86 is defined through the substrate 12 and the

layers 14, 16. Each ink inlet channel 86 is in fluid communication with a respective nozzle

chamber 80. Further, an opening 88 of each ink inlet channel 86 is aligned with the ink

ejection port 82 of its associated nozzle chamber 80.

An anchor formation in the form of a pair of anchors 90 is fast with the substrate 12

on a iJToximal side ofthe nozzle chamb^ 80. The heating circuit 44 includes an electro

thermal expansion actuator 92 that is fast with the anchors 90 and extends towards the

proximal end wall 74. The thermal expansion actuator 92 is ofa conductive material and is

shaped to define part ofthe heating circuit 44. The actuator 92 is ofa material that has a

coefGcient ofthmnal expansion that is such that, when heated and subsequently cooled,

expansion and contraction of tiie material can be hamessed to perform work on aMEMS

scale. An example ofa suitable material is TiAIN. hi particular, the thermal expansion

actuator 92 has a pair ofarms 94 that are interconnected by a bridge portion 96. The

actuator 92 has a fixed portion defined by fixed ends 98 ofthe arms 94 that are fast witii

respective anchors 90.
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Each offhe anchors 90 are configured to provide electrical connection between the

fixed mds 98 and the electrical drive circQitry layer 14. In particular, the anchors 90 are

configured to provide electrical connection between one fixed end 98 and a negative

contact and fhe o&er fixed end 98 and a positive contact The electrical drive circuitry layer

14 is coimected to a microprocessor offhe type described in the above referenced

patents/eqpplicatioi^ so that electrical current pulses of suitable shape and magnitude canbe

siq)plied to the actuator 92.

The bridge portion 96 ofthe actuator 92 defines a woridng portion ofthe actuator

92.

The nozzle arrangement 70 includes a pivot member 100 that is pivotally arranged

on fhe proximal end wall 74. The bridge portion 96 ofthe actuator 92 is coimected to the

pivotmember 100 at a position intermediate a pivot point, indicated at 102, defined by the

pivot member 100 and fhe proximal end wall 74. It is to be understood that the pivot point

102 can be defined by any number of configurations offhe pivot member 100 and the

proximal end wall 74. For this reason, the pivot point 102 is indicated schematically only.

In one possible embodiment, the proximal end wall 74 could define the pivot member 100.

In this case, the pivot point 102 would be defined between fhe proximal end wail 74 and fhe

sidewalls 76. In particular, this would entail hingedly connecting the proximal end wall 74

to the sidewalls 76.

It will be appreciated that, in any event the pivot member 100 is to form part of fhe

proximal end wall 74. Thus, a sealing member 104 is provided intermediate the pivot

member 100 and fhe ink passivation layer 16. The sealing member 104 is configured to

acconmiodate pivotal movement ofthe pivot member 100 upon expansion and subsequent

contraction ofdie thermal expansion actuator 92.

The nozzle arrangement 70 includes an ink ejection member in the form ofa paddle

106. The paddle 106 is dimensioned to correspond generally with the nozzle chamber 80. In

particular, fhe paddle 106 is dimrasioned so that an end portion 108 ofthe paddle 106 is

positioned intermediate tiie ink ejection port 82 and fhe opening 88 offhe ink inlet chamiel

.86.

The paddle 106 and the pivotmember 100 are configured so that the paddle 106 is

between approximately 20 and 60 times longer than an effective lever arm, indicated at

1 10, defined by the paddle 106 and the pivot member 100. In particular, the paddle 106 can

be approximately 40 times longer than fhe effective lever ami 1 10. It should be noted that

YU175US
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the lever ann 1 10 is only shown schematically because ofthe wide variety of dififorent

possible configurations available for defining the lever ann 110. Furtiier, a ratio ofpaddle

length to lever aim length can vary widely fi-om the 40: 1 ratio. This could depend on a

number of factors such as driving signal strength and actuator material. For example, in one

embodiment, the Applicant has devised the actuator 92 to expand by 50 nanometers while

the end portion 108 ofthe paddle 106 moves through between 1 and 2 microns.

It will be appreciated that a maximum »tent ofmovement ofthe paddle 106 takes

place at the end portion 108 ofthe paddle 106. Furthermore, this extent ofmovement is up

to 40 times greater than a range ofmovement ofthe effective lever arm 1 10. It follows that

the expansion ofthe thermal actuator 92 is substantially amplified at the end portion 108,

therefore facilitating the ejection of ink 1 12 fcom the ink ejection port 82 as indicated at

1 14 in Figure 7. When the actuator 92 cools, subsequent contraction of the actuator 92

causes an amplified extent ofmovement ofthe end portion 108 back into a quiescent

position shown in Figure 6. This results in separation ofthe ink 1 14 Scorn tfie ink 1 12 to

form an ink drop 1 16.

The paddle 106 includes reinforcing ribs 1 1 8 to strengthen the paddle 106. This is

necessary due to the relative length ofthe paddle 106 and a resultant bending moment

exerted on the paddle 106.

It will be appreciated that, in light ofthe above referenced applications and patents,

the nozzle arrangement 70 is suited for &brication with an integrated circuit ^brication

technique. Furthermore, the pivotmember 100 and pivot point 102 can be defined by any

number ofmicro mechanical arrangemCTts. For example, a flexible membermay be formed

intmnediate the pivot member 100 and the sidewalls 76 orproximal end wall 74 that is

distorted to accommodate pivotal movement ofthe pivot member 100.

In Figure 9, reference numeral 120 generally indicates a nozzle arrangement ofa

sixth embodiment ofa printhead chip, in accordance with fiie invention, for an inkjet

printhead. Widi reference to Figures 1 to 8, like reference numerals refer to like parts,

unless otherwise specified.

The nozzle arrangement 120 includes a nozzle chamber stmcture in the form ofan

active ink-ejecting structure 122. The active iok-ejecting stmcture 122 has a roof 124 and

walls 126 tiiat extend fix>m Ae roof 124 towards the substrate 12. The roof 124 defines an

irk ejection port 128. The roof 124 and the walls 126 together define a nozzle chamber 130.

YUI75US
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The walls 126 coiqprise a proximal end wall 132, an opposed distal end wall 134

and a pair ofopposed sidewalls 136. The ink ejection port 128 is positioned adjacent the

distal end wall 134, while the opening 88 ofthe ink inlet channel 86 is positioned adjacent

the proximal end wall 132.

The proximal end wall 132 is pivotallymounted on the substrate 12 so fhat the

active ink-ejecting structure 122 is pivotal with respect to the substrate 12. In particular, the

active ink-ejecting structure 122 is pivotal in the direction ofan arrow 138 to an cxtCTit that

is sufGLcient to &cilitate the ejection ofmk from the ink ejection port 128.

Hie roof 124 and the waUs 126 are dimensioned so that the nozzle chamber 130 is

i^^ 10 rectangular and has a length that is more than 3 times a height of the nozzle chamber 130.

This, together with the &ct that the ink ejection port 128 and the opening 88 are positioned

at opposite ends ofthe nozzle chamber 130 facilitates the retardation of ink flow fix>m thelU

Q
i^f mk ejection port 128 towards the opening 88 when the structure 122 is pivotally displaced

m towards the substrate 12. This flow is referred to as backflow and is highly undesirable.

The bridge portion 96 ofthe actuator 92 is fixed to the proximal end wall 132. Thus,

«P on heating and subsequent expansion ofthe actuator 92 in the maimer described above, the

i^y
mk-ejecting structure 122 is pivoted towards the substrate 12. Upon cooling and subsequent

jij contraction ofthe actuator 92 in the manner described above, the ink-ejecting structure 122

is pivoted away firom the substrate 12. This reciprocal movement ofthe ink-ejecting

20 structure 122 results in the ejection ofan ink drop from the ink ejection port 128.

The bridge portion 96 is connected to the proximal end wall 132 at a position in

winch, a length ofthe ink-ejecting structure 122 is iq> to 40 times greater than a length ofan

effective lever aim, indicated at 140. It follows that pivotalmovemmt ofthe effective lever

arm 140 as a result ofdisplacement ofthe bridge portion 96 upon heating and subsequmt

cooling ofthe actuator 92 can be amplified by a factor as high as 40. It has been foundby

the Applicant that this facilitates efficient ink drop ejection.

The nozzle arrangement 120 includes a sealing structure 142 that extends fix>m the

ink passivation layer 16. The walls 126 ov^lap the sealing structure 142 so that a fluidic

seal is defined between the sealing structure 142 and the walls 126 when the nozzle

' 30 chamber 130 is filled with ink.

Applicant believes that this invention provides a means whereby simple thermal

expansion and contraction, in a rectilinear manner, can be converted into useful work.

Yunsus
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WE CLAIM

1 . A printhead chip for an Inkjet prinfhead» the printhead chip comprising

a substrate; and

a phirality ofnozzle atcangements that is positioned on the substrate, each nozzle

airangcmept conq;>rising

a nozzle chamber structure that is positioned on the substrate and that defines a

nozzle chamb^ firom which ink is to be ejected;

an ink-ejecting mechanism that is operatively arranged with respect to the

nozzle chamber structure, the ink-ejecting mechanism including at least one moving

component that is displaceable to generate a pressure pulse within the nozzle

chamber to eject ink from the nozzle chambei^

.. . an actuator that is positioned on the substrate and that has at least one working

member that is ofa material having a coefQcient ofthennal e^ansion such that the,

• or each, workingmember is capable of substantially rectilinear-expansion and

contraction when heated and subsequently cooled; and

an energy transmitting means that interconnects the, or each, moving component

and the, or each, working member so that energy generated by the, or each, working

member as a result of expansion aad subsequent contraction of the, or each,

working member is transmitted to the, or each, moving component resulting in

displacement of&e, or each, moving component and generation of said pressure

pulse.

2. A prinftead chip as claimed in claim 1, which is the product ofan integrated circuit

fiibrication technique.

3. A printhead chip as claimed in claim 2, in which ihe substrate includes a silicon

wafer substrate and a CMOS drive circuitry layer positioned on the silicon wafer substrate.

4. A printhead chip as claimed in claim 3, in which each actuator includes one

elongate woiking arm that has a fixed end portion and a working end portion, the workmg

aim being configured to define part ofa resistive heating circuit the woxkfaig arm also

being electrically connected to the drive circuitry layer so that a current pulse can be set up

Y0175US
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in fbe worldiig ann to displace ihe working end portion relative to the fixed end portion

upon heating and subsequent cooling ofthe woddng aim as a result ofthe current pulse.

5. A printhead chq> as claimed in claim 4, inwhich each nozzle chamber structure

includes nozzle chamber walls and a roofpositioned on the nozzle chamber walls, tiie roof*

defining an ink ejection port fi:om which ink is ejected upon gmeration of said pressure

pulse.

6. A printhead chip as claimed in claim S, inwhich each ink-ejecting mechanism

includes one moving component in the fonn ofan ink-ejecting member that is positioned vn

the nozzle chamber and is displaceable towards and away firom the roof to generate said

pressure pulse.

7. A printhead chip as claimed in claim 6, in which the energy transmitting means is

definedby the iuk-ejecting member having an iuk-ejecting surface area that is a

predetemiined order ofmagnitude larger than an opening area ofthe ink ejection port so

that a hydraulic advantage is achieved.

8. A printhead chip as claimed hi claim 6, in which the energy transmitting means is in

the form ofa motion amplification means that is configured so that movement of the ink-

ejecting member is a predetermined order ofmagnitude greater than that ofthe working eixd

portion ofthe woddng member.

9. A printhead chip as claimed in claim 8, in which the motion amplification means

includes a lever mechanism, the lever mechanism defining an effort arm that is connected

to the working end portion ofthe working member and the ink-ejecting member defining a
load arm, the load arm having an effective length that is a predetermined order of

magnitude greater than an effective length ofthe effort arm^ the lever mechanism fiirther

defiboing a fiilcrum that connects the effort and load aims pivotally to one ofthe substrate .

and die nozzle chamber stmcture.'

10. An Inkjet pnathead that includes at least one printhead chip as claimed in claim 1.
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ABSTRACT

A printhead chip for an inlget prindiead inchides a substrate.A plurality ofnossde

arran^ments is positioned on the substrate. Each nozzle arrang^ent includes a nozzle

chamber structure that is positioned on the substrate and that defines a nozzle chamber from

which ink is to be ejected. An ink-ejecting mechanism is operatively arranged with respect

to the nozzle chamber structure. The ink-ejecting mechanism includes at least one moving

component that is displaceable to generate a pressure pulse within the nozzle chamber to

eject ink from the nozzle chamb^. An actuator is positioned on the substrate and has at

least one working member that is ofa material having a coefficient ofthermal e3q>ansion

such diat the, or each, working member is capable of substantially rectilinear expansion and

contraction when heated and subsequently cooled. An energy transmitting means

interconnects the, or each, moving component and the, or each, working member so that

energy generatedby the, or each, working member as a result ofexpansion and subsequent

contraction ofthe, or each, working member is transmitted to the, or each, moving

component resulting in di^lacement ofthe, or each, moving component and generation of

said pressure pulse.
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